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Quantitative ultrasound techniques using backscattered echoes have had limited successin vivo due
to the frequency-dependent attenuation along the entire propagation path masking the frequency
dependence of the backscatter. Herein, total attenuation and scatterer size are estimated
simultaneously by an analysis of thein vivo backscattered power spectrum using two approaches.
The simulations used to evaluate the two approaches used frequencies between 4 and 11 MHz with
an effective scatterer radius of 25mm. The first approach was based on approximations of thein vivo
backscattered power spectrum~i.e., assumed Gaussian function!, wherein attenuation and size were
estimated by assuming each was a Gaussian transformation performed on Gaussian power spectra.
The approach had poor accuracy due to the backscattered power spectra not being sufficiently
modeled by a Gaussian function. The second approach estimated attenuation and size by fitting a
modified reference spectrum to thein vivo backscattered power spectrum without any assumptions
about the shape of the spectrum. The accuracy of the size estimate was better than 20% for
signal-to-noise ratio.6 dB, window lengths greater than 4 mm, and attenuation between 0 and 1
dB/cm-MHz. However, the precision quickly degraded with increasing noise, increasing
attenuation, and decreasing window length. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

A term for form factor written as a power law@i.e.,

Fg( f ,aeff)>e2Afn]
aeff effective radius of scatterer
aeff j estimated effective radius of scatterer found fro

one set~i.e., 25 averaged rf echoes! of simulated
backscatter waveforms

āeff mean value of estimated effective radius from
sets of backscattered waveforms~i.e., āeff

5(;jaeff j /(;j j)
ASD average squared difference term minimized

spectral fit algorithm
c speed of sound in the tissue
co speed of sound in water
E@ # expected value with respect to scattering rand

process
EN@ # expected value with respect to electronic no

random process
f frequency
f # f number of a focused transducer
f o the frequency corresponding to the spectral pe

of the Gaussian spectrum@i.e., exp(2(@(f
2fo)/A2sv#)2)]

f̃ o f o for backscattered spectrum modified by sc
terer size

f̃ o8 f o for backscattered spectrum modified by sc
terer size and attenuation along propagation p

a!Electronic mail: wdo@uiuc.edu
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Fg(v,aeff) form factor related to the scatterer geometry a
size

gwin windowing function used to gate the time
domain waveforms

H( f ) one-way passband characteristics of ultrasou
source

k wave number in tissue
ko wave number in water
L length of the windowing function
n power of frequency when form factor is writte

as a power law@i.e., Fg( f ,aeff)>e2Afn]
Nspace( f ) spectral fluctuations from random scatterer

spacing
N( f ) spectrum of additive electronic noise
Pref reference spectrum. @i.e., Pref( f )

5ko
4uVinc(v)u2uH(v)u4]

Pscat E@ uVreflu2# estimated from set of waveforms
(ÞE@ uVreflu2# due to the finite number of wave
forms available to generate the estimate!

SNR signal-to-noise ratio
t time
Twin length windowing function applied to time

domain waveform~i.e., Twin52L/c)
Vinc voltage spectrum applied to ultrasound source
Vj backscattered voltage spectrum for a single

echo
vnoise noise signal voltage in time domain~i.e., no sig-

nal transmitted by source!
Vplane backscattered voltage spectrum from rigid pla

placed at the focal plane@i.e., proportional to
Vinc(v)(H(v))2ei2kozT]
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Vrefl backscattered voltage spectrum from tissue c
taining scatterers

v refl j voltage of a rf echo in time domain
wx , wy , equivalent Gaussian dimensions of velocity
wz potential field in focal region
X, X̄ terms used in minimization scheme for spect

fit algorithm
zT distance from aperture plane to focal plane

ultrasound source
a total effective attenuation coefficient for tissu

between ultrasound source and the region c
taining the scatterers~i.e., assumed linear fre
quency dependence of the forma5aof 1ab)

ab intercept of total attenuation coefficient at ze
frequency

ao slope of total attenuation coefficient versus fr
quency

(aozT) j estimated attenuation along the propagation p
for single data set

(aozT) mean value for attenuation along the propagat
path from all sets of backscattered waveform
@i.e., (aozT)5(; j (aozT) j /(; j j ]

salower
percent deviation in values of scatterer size
sizes smaller than the mean size~i.e., aeff j

,āeff)
saupper

percent deviation in values of scatterer size
sizes larger than the mean size~i.e., aeff j.āeff)

sa lower
deviation in dB/MHz in values of attenuation fo
attenuation values smaller than the mean atte
ation @i.e., (aozT) j,(aozT)]

saupper
deviation in dB/MHz in values of attenuation fo
attenuation values greater than the mean atte
ation @i.e., (aozT) j.(aozT)]

sv the bandwidth term for Gaussian function@i.e.,
exp(2(@(f2fo)/A2sv#)2)]

s̃v sv for backscattered spectrum modified by sc
terer size

v, l radian frequency, wavelength

I. INTRODUCTION

For years many investigators have attempted to quan
the ultrasound backscatter from tissue by analyzing
power spectra of the rf echoes to estimate the character
size of the tissue microstructure~Lizzi et al., 1983; Nassiri
and Hill, 1986; Insanaet al., 1990; Hallet al., 1996; Oelze
et al., 2004!. The hypothesis is that the size of the tiss
microstructure~i.e., scattering sources! could be used to as
sess the pathology of the imaged region. For example,
searchers have verified that the backscattered power s
trum can be used to distinguish between fibroadenomas
carcinomas~Oelzeet al., 2004!, as well as to monitor tissue
necrosis in ultrasound therapy applications~Lizzi et al.,
1997!. In light of these successes, it is suggested that
quantitative ultrasound~QUS! estimate of the characteristi
size of the tissue microstructure could assist both diagn
and treatment of pathological tissue.

Unfortunately, the scatterer size estimate has had lim
1432 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005
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success in clinical practice. The inability to apply laborato
measurements to a clinical setting is due primarily to a fa
assumption in the traditional estimation routine. Namely
has been assumed that the total attenuation along the e
propagation path is the same for every patient and is kno
a priori ~Oelze and O’Brien, 2002a!. If known, the in vivo
backscattered power spectrum can be compensated fo
frequency-dependent attenuation, and the scatterer size
be accurately estimated assuming the scattering proce
accurately modeled. However, the attenuation coefficient
thickness of different intervening tissue layers~i.e., fat,
muscle, etc.! vary between patients. Luet al. ~1999! and Hall
et al. ~1996! attempted to improve thein vivo estimate by
measuring the thickness of the different intervening tiss
layers from the backscattered signals and assigning typ
attenuation values to each layer. However, they did not
count for the natural variability in attenuation for tissues
the same type. For example, Gosset al. ~1978! report many
different attenuation coefficients of fat taken at different fr
quencies. In particular, a study by Dussik and Fritch~1956!
gives attenuation values of 0.660.2 dB/cm at 1 MHz, 1.6
60.2 dB/cm at 3 MHz, and 2.360.7 dB/cm at 5 MHz.
Hence, the slope of the attenuation versus frequency wo
vary from 0.2 to 0.65 dB/cm-MHz with a mean value of 0.4
dB/cm-MHz for that study alone. Luet al. ~1999! used a
value of 0.6 dB/cm-MHz for the attenuation coefficient of f
while referring to Gosset al. ~1978!. However, it is not clear
how this number was obtained from the data presented
Goss et al. ~1978! because the attenuation slope was n
measured directly over the diagnostic range in any of
studies presented. Clearly, there is significant variability
the attenuation slope. As a result, it is not feasible to de
mine accurately the characteristic size of the tissue mic
structure of embedded tissues using the Luet al. ~1999! or
Hall et al. ~1996! technique.

The best successes clinically for scatterer size estim
were with tumors of the eye where the attenuation along
propagation path is negligible~Lizzi et al. 1983; 1997!.
Other investigators used scatterer size estimates to mea
structural changes in the kidney~Insanaet al., 1995!, where
the exteriorized kidney reduced the impact of the attenua
along the propagation path.

Therefore, the frequency-dependent total attenua
along the propagation path must be determined on a pat
specific basis before the full potential of the estimation
scatterer size can be realized, as was recognized ove
years ago by Lizziet al. ~1983!. In addition to estimating the
size of the tissue microstructure of embedded tumors
other pathologies, a knowledge of the attenuation along
propagation path could improve other medical ultrasound
plications including acoustic radiation force impulse imagi
~Nightingale et al., 2000! and patient-specific dosimetr
~Siddiqi et al., 1992!.

Due to the need and significant benefit of an accur
estimate of the total attenuation along the propagation p
when quantifying tissue microstructure using ultrasound,
well as other applications, two different algorithms are e
plored herein. The two algorithms provide an estimate
total attenuation and scatterer size simultaneously from
Bigelow et al.: Attenuation and scatterer size
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in vivo backscattered power spectrum. The algorithms rep
sent two approaches. The first algorithm, termed the Ga
ian transformation~GT! algorithm, was based on an approx
mation regarding the shape of thein vivo backscattered
power spectrum and determined the scatterer size and
attenuation from two independent properties of the backs
tered spectrum~i.e., center frequency and bandwidth!. The
second algorithm, termed the spectral fit~SF! algorithm,
made no approximations about the shape of thein vivo back-
scattered power spectrum and solved for the size and att
ation by performing a fit over the entire frequency spectru
similar to the established method for determining just
scatterer size when the attenuation is known~Insanaet al.,
1990!. Both algorithms are first described and then evalua
using computer simulations where the scatterers have Ga
ian impedance distributions~i.e., Gaussian scatterers, a for
factor!. However, the SF algorithm, and possibly the GT
gorithm, can be implemented for scatterers with any fo
factor ~i.e., spherical shell, fluid-filled sphere, etc.! provided
that the form factor is knowna priori just like the established
method for determining only the scatterer size when the
tenuation is known~Insanaet al., 1990!. In addition to the
algorithms, a method to compensate for electronic sys
noise is developed. After presenting and evaluating eac
the algorithms, some conclusions are drawn based on
results.

II. GAUSSIAN TRANSFORMATION ALGORITHM

The goal of the GT algorithm was to estimate the sc
terer size and total attenuation from thein vivo backscattered
power spectrum. The algorithm assumes that the backs
tered signal has a Gaussian distributed spectrum where
scatterer size and total attenuation are independent Gau
transformations. The analysis is similar to that presented
Wear ~2002!, who used Gaussian transformations to pred
the in vivo backscattered power spectrum for given scatte
and attenuation.

A. Overview of algorithm

The expected backscattered voltage,E@ uVreflu2#, from a
tissue region where the window length is small compared
the depth of focus~i.e., local plane-wave approximation!,
and the attenuation in the focal region does not significa
alter the spectrum over the length of the window given
~Bigelow and O’Brien, 2004!

E@ uVreflu2#}ko
4uVplane~v!u2e24azTFg~v,aeff!. ~1!

Equation~1! can be further simplified by assuming that t
total attenuation along the propagation path has a linear
pendence on frequency~i.e., a5aof 1ab), a reasonable as
sumption over the bandwidth of most ultrasound sour
~Jongenet al., 1986!. Then, the frequency-independent com
ponent of the attenuation,ab , only influences the magnitud
of the backscattered spectrum and hence can be absorb
the proportionality, and the attenuation has a strictly lin
dependence on frequency.

For Gaussian scatterers, as well as possibly for o
form factors over a limited frequency range,Fg(v,aeff)
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005
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can be reasonably approximated ase2A fn. Therefore,
if the source spectrum and diffraction characteristics c
be assumed Gaussian~i.e., ko

4uVplane(v)u2}exp(2@(f
2fo)

2/2sv
2 #)), then the backscattered voltage is given by

E@ uVreflu2#}e@~ f 2 f o!2/2sv
2

#e2A fne24zTaof , ~2!

or a series of Gaussian transformations operating on a Ga
ian function. Equation~2! can be simplifed by writingA fn as
a Taylor series aboutf o , which is

A fn5A(
l 50

` n! f o
n2 l

~n2 l !! l !
~ f 2 f o! l . ~3!

Also, if 2<n,3, then the terms in the Taylor series corr
sponding tol>3 can be ignored due to the negative pow
on f o . For Gaussian scatterers~i.e., n52), the l>3 terms
are already zero so there is no error introduced by mak
this assumption for these scatterers. After eliminating thl
>3 terms, Eq.~2! becomes

E@ uVreflu2#}expS 2
~ f 2 f̃ o8!2

2s̃v
2

1¯ D , ~4!

where
f̃ o5 f o2s̃v

2 An fo
n21,

s̃v
2 5F 1

sv
2

1An~n21! f o
n22G21

, ~5!

f̃ o85 f̃ o24zTaos̃v
2 .

Based on Eq.~4!, the bandwidth of the backscattere
spectrum is only affected by the scatterer size. Hence,
scatterer size can be determined independently of the att
ation by measuring changes in the bandwidth of the ba
scattered signals. Once the scatterer size has been d
mined, the backscattered spectrum can be multiplied
e1A fn to remove the effect of scatterer size. Then, the to
attenuation can be determined from the downshift in the c
ter frequency of the returned spectrum. Hence, the scatt
size and total attenuation can theoretically be determi
from two different properties of the backscattered spectru

B. Simulation results

The performance of the GT algorithm was evaluated
simulations that were designed to test the algorithm’s se
tivity as a function of attenuation. In all of the simulation
the ultrasound source was a spherically focusedf /4 trans-
ducer with a focal length of 5 cm placed adjacent to a h
mogeneous semi-infinite half-space containing scatter
The velocity potential field near the focus was assumed
follow a three-dimensional Gaussian function, an approxim
tion shown to be valid for focused sources~Bigelow and
O’Brien, 2004!, with the equivalent Gaussian dimensio
given by

wx5wy50.87l f #,
~6!wz56.01l~ f #!2.

The source was excited by an impulse@i.e., Vinc( f )51], and
had one-way passband characteristics given by~Bigelow and
O’Brien, 2004!
1433Bigelow et al.: Attenuation and scatterer size
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5

100

aeffuTheory
A(;aeff j ,āeff

~aeff j2āeff!
2

(;aeff j ,āeff
j

, ~9!

for the plots of error inaeff and

saapper
5A(;~aozT! j .~aozT!~~aozT! j2~aozT!!2

(;~aozT! j .~aozT! j
,

sa lower
5A(;~aozT! j ,~aozT!~~aozT! j2~aozT!!2

(;~aozT! j ,~aozT! j
, ~10!

for the plots of error in total attenuation.
For small attenuation values, the scatterer size was esti-

mated with reasonable accuracy~i.e., errors of;20%!. How-
ever, as the attenuation was increased, the errors in the scat-
terer size estimate quickly grew and were;70% for an
attenuation value of 0.3 dB/cm-MHz. The errors were even
larger for the higher attenuation values~not shown in this
plot!. This increase in error with increasing attenuation re-
sulted from a breakdown in the assumption that the source
and diffraction characteristics@i.e., ko

4uVplane(v)u2] followed
a Gaussian function. For a Gaussian spectrum, the only
change in the bandwidth of the Gaussian spectrum would be
due to the size of the scatterer. However, the spectrum of a
real transducer as well as our simulated spectrum is not a
Gaussian function, going to zero at zero frequency. Hence, as
the attenuation was increased and the scattered spectrum
shifted to a lower frequency limit, the bandwidth of the
Gaussian spectrum was also narrowed due to the attenuation

0.3
H~ f !5

u f uexpS 2S f 28 MHz

6 MHz D 2D
max; f S u f uexpS 2S f 28 MHz

6 MHz D 2D D , ~7!

comparable to that measured for a PZT transducer that
goes to zero at zero frequency. The voltage spectrum
turned from a plane placed at the focal plane would be gi
by

Vplane~v!}Vinc~v!~H~v!!2ei2kozT. ~8!

The simulated source spectra and diffraction characteris
@i.e.,ko

4uVplane(v)u2] were not perfectly Gaussian, but instea
went to zero at zero frequency, just like a real source. T
was done so that reasonable deviations from the ideal th
could be assessed.

The backscattered voltage for the simulations was g
erated by solving for the scattered field from a single sc
terer with a Gaussian impedance distribution@i.e., Gaussian
scatterer withFg( f ,aeff)5exp(20.827(kaeff)

2)] at an arbi-
trary location in the focal region. A Gaussian scatterer w
selected because the microstructure of real tissue is o
modeled using this form factor~Chaturvedi and Insana
1996!. The backscatter for many scatterers in the half-sp
was then obtained by adding together the backscatter f
many different randomly positioned scatterers. In the sim
lations, the scatterers were positioned according to a unif
probability distribution throughout the focal region at a de
sity of 35/mm3 ~;4.8 scatterers per resolution cell! and each
scatterer had an effective radius,aeff , of 25 mm. The sound
speed for the half-space was 1532 m/s, a measured s
speed for liver~characteristic of tissue! ~Gosset al., 1978,
1980!. The attenuation was uniform throughout the ha
space and was varied between 0 and 1 dB/cm-MHz in o
to test the algorithm’s sensitivity to attenuation. The refle
tion off of the rigid plane at the focus was also simulat
using a sound speed of 1540 m/s for the water path. The c
used a ‘‘digitizing’’ sampling rate of 53 MHz with no adde
electronic noise.

For each value of attenuation, the backscattered volt
from 1000 independent random scatterer distributions
generated. The waveforms were then separated into 40 i
pendent sets with 25 waveforms per set and windowed in
time domain using a Hamming gating function centered
the focus, thus yielding 40 independent estimates of the
fective scatterer radius and the total attenuation. The us
25 rf echoes is arbitrary, and increasing the number of wa
forms may improve the accuracy and precision of the res
ing estimates. The width of the Hamming window was v
ied from 1 to 8 mm in steps of 0.25 mm~i.e., 0.057 to 0.45
by 0.014 when normalized with respect to depth of focus
the center frequency of 9.83 MHz! with corresponding time
gates determined fromTwin52L/c. The same length Ham
ming window relative to the wavelength~i.e., Twin52L/co)
was also used to window the signal returned from the ri
plane placed at the focus when obtaining the reference s
trum. No correction was made for the resulting convoluti
that would distort the estimates at small window length. T
1434 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005
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resulting estimates from the GT algorithm for attenuati
values of 0, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.3 dB/cm-MHz are shown in F
1. The error bars in each case correspond to

saapper
5

100

aeffuTheory
A(;aeff j .āeff

~aeff j2āeff!
2

(;aeff j .āeff
j

,

FIG. 1. ~a! Percent error in scatterer radius and~b! error in total attenuation
for semi-infinite half-spaces with attenuation values of 0, 0.05, 0.1, and
dB/cm-MHz using the Gaussian transformation algorithm.
Bigelow et al.: Attenuation and scatterer size
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as the spectrum approached this lower limit. The algorit
did not include this possible change in the spectrum and
failed.

One modification to the algorithm that was also cons
ered to correct for its failure involved replacing the Gauss
spectrum approximation with a modified Rayleigh spectr
approximation that at least would go to zero at zero f
quency~i.e., matching the theoretical analysis to the gen
ated spectrum!. The derivation leading to Eq.~4! would re-
main the same except for a multiplication ofu f u4 before the
exponential. Then, the change in bandwidth would be fou
by fitting a modified Rayleigh distribution to the appropria
measured spectrum and solving for the scatterer size ap
priately. Unfortunately, fitting Rayleigh functions to the me
sured spectrum was not a robust operation. Hence, cha
in the attenuation still resulted in inappropriate changes
the bandwidth, and the algorithm still failed.

III. SPECTRAL FIT ALGORITHM

The goal of the SF algorithm was the same as that
the GT algorithm, that is, estimate the scatterer size and
attenuation from thein vivo backscattered power spectrum
Unlike the GT algorithm approach for which thein vivo
backscattered power spectrum was assumed to be Gau
distributed, there was no such assumption with the SF a
rithm. Instead, a single minimization routine was used to fi
curve to thein vivo backscattered power spectrum, hence
name. The analysis is similar to the traditional method
Insanaet al. ~1990!, who fitted the spectrum of the backsca
tered rf echoes from the region of interest~ROI! to an ap-
propriate reference spectrum. And, unlike the approach
He and Greenleaf~1986!, who used the entire backscatter
rf echo where tissue heterogeneities along the propaga
path would introduce errors, only the echoes from the R
were needed to obtain the estimates of scatterer size
attenuation. Hence, tissue heterogeneity along the prop
tion path would not affect the estimates.

A. Overview of algorithm

The first step in the implementation of the SF algorith
is to estimate the theoretical value ofE@ uVreflu2# from mea-
sured backscattererd rf echoes. In this work,E@ uVreflu2# was
estimated by averaging the power spectra from 25 rf ech
in the log domain, that is

E@ uVrefl~ f !u2#'Pscat~ f !5expS 1

25 (
j 51

25

ln~ uVj u2!D . ~11!

The averaging removes the spectral fluctuation that res
from the random scatterer spacing that masks the true v
of E@ uVreflu2#. The averaging was done in the log doma
because it was assumed that the transmitted pulse was
volved with the random medium to generate the reflec
spectrum. Hence, the spectral fluctuation from the rand
scatterer spacing should be included as a multiplicative
dom impulse train in the frequency domain@i.e., uVrefl( f )u2

5E@ uVreflu2#uNspace( f )u2]. Multiplicative random variations
can be removed by taking the log of the measured signals
that the noise becomes additive, and then averaging.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 1, March 2005
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In addition to estimatingE@ uVreflu2#, the SF algorithm
requires a reference spectrum from a known reflector. In
work, the reference spectrum was obtained using the e
signal from a plane positioned at the focus. The echo fr
the plane was windowed by the same Hamming wind
used to window the simulated backscattered signal, and m
tiplied by ko

4, yielding

Pref~ f !5ko
4uVinc~v!u2uH~v!u4}ko

4uVplane~v!u2. ~12!

Once Pscat and Pref had been determined, the scatter
size, aeff , and total attenuation along the propagation pa
ao , were then found by estimating the values ofaeff andao

that minimized the error given by

ASD5mean
f

@~X~ f ,aeff ,ao!2X̄~aeff ,ao!!2#, ~13!

where

X~ f ,aeff ,ao!5 lnS Pscat~ f !

maxf~Pscat~ f !! D
2 lnS Pref~ f !Fg~ f ,aeff!e

24aof zT

maxf~Pref~ f !Fg~ f ,aeff!e
24aof zT!

D ,

~14!
X̄~aeff ,ao!5mean

f
@X~ f ,aeff ,ao!#.

Hence, the algorithm involved directly fitting a modified re
erence spectrum to the measured backscattered spec
from the tissue region~i.e., spectral fitting!. The fitting pro-
cedure is very similar to that described by Insanaet al.
~1990!, when the attenuation is known. However, as imp
mented herein, two parameters are estimated instead of
aeff . Fortunately, Eq.~13! has one minimum, as was con
firmed by plotting the minimization surface for many diffe
ent cases, so a simple minimization routine can be utilize

B. Simulation results without electronic noise

The performance of the SF algorithm was also evalua
by simulations that were designed to test its performance
a function of attenuation. The same simulated scattered
nals used to test the GT algorithm were used to test the
algorithm. Hence, 40 independent estimates of scatterer
and attenuation were found per case for cases with hom
neous half-spaces with attenuation values between 0 a
dB/cm-MHz. When fitting the spectra@Eq. ~13!#, the SF al-
gorithm used all spectral values greater than230 dB relative
to the value at the spectral peak. The choice of230 dB for
the limiting bandwidth is somewhat arbitrary; howeve
smaller bandwidths would reduce the amount of data av
able when performing the fit. The results for an attenuat
of 0.3 dB/cm-MHz for the Hamming window lengths in th
absence of electronic noise are shown in Fig. 2. The e
bars are the same as those defined by Eq.~9! and Eq.~10!.
For the larger window lengths, the algorithm provided a re
sonable estimate for scatterer size and total attenua
However, as the window length was decreased, both the
curacy and precision degraded. The loss of accuracy was
to the convolution effects of the windowing function~Akita
and Ueda, 1988!. The loss of precision at smaller window
1435Bigelow et al.: Attenuation and scatterer size
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lengths was probably due to a reduction in the number
independent samples in the least-squares fit@Eq. ~13!# due to
a loss in the frequency resolution of the spectrum~Wear
2001!. The degradation with window length was also o
served for other attenuation values~Fig. 3!. The precision of
the attenuation estimate, as well as the accuracy and p
sion of the scatterer size estimate, degraded with increa
attenuation. However, the average of all 40 estimates~i.e.,
accuracy! had errors smaller than 20% for the estimate
scatterer size and errors less than 0.2 dB/MHz for the atte
ation estimate for all attenuation values and window leng
greater than 4 mm. An error of 0.2 dB/MHz translates to
error of about 20% when estimating the pressure amplit
at 8 MHz.

C. Electronic noise compensation

Although the accuracy results~Figs. 2 and 3! appear
promising, the SF algorithm still needs to be evaluated in
presence of electronic system noise because real mea
ment systems will have noise. The effect of noise is twofo
First, the noise will reduce the usable bandwidth of the ba
scattered spectrum. The selection of the usable freque

FIG. 2. Errors in estimates of~a! scatterer size and~b! total attenuation for
different Hamming window lengths for an attenuation of 0.3 dB/cm-MHz
the absence of any electronic noise using the spectral fit algorithm.
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range in the presence of noise for our work will be discus
in the next section. The second impact of electronic nois
a slight broadening of the backscattered spectrum. T
broadening must be compensated before accurate estim
can be obtained from the noisy waveform.

In order to understand the broadening, assume that
electronic noise is additive, white, and with zero mean. Th
the expected spectrum over the set of possible additive n
for a given scatterer distribution is given by

EN@ uVrefl~ f !1N~ f !u2#5uVrefl~ f !u2ENFU11
N~ f !

Vrefl~ f !
U2G

5uVrefl~ f !u2S 11
EN@ uN~ f !u2#

uVrefl~ f !u2
D .

~15!

The values near the peak ofuVreflu2 are not affected by the
noise while theuVreflu2 values near the edge of the usab
spectrum are increased resulting in a broadening of the s
trum.

In order to compensate for the spectral broadening fr
the noise, considerPscat( f ) obtained from averaging the
spectra in the log domain in the presence of noise given

FIG. 3. Errors in estimates of~a! scatterer size and~b! total attenuation for
different values of attenuation with Hamming window lengths of~I! 2 mm;
~II ! 4 mm; and~III ! 8 mm in the absence of any electronic noise using
spectral fit algorithm.
Pscat~ f !5expS 1

25(
i 51

25

lnS uVi~ f !u2S 11
EN@ uN~ f !u2#

uVi~ f !u2
D D D 5Pscat~ f !u idealexpS 1

25(
i 51

25

lnS 11
EN@ uN~ f !u2#

uVi~ f !u2
D D

>Pscat~ f !u idealexpS lnS 11
1

25(
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25
EN@ uN~ f !u2#

uVi~ f !u2
D D >Pscat~ f !u idealexpS lnS 11
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25(
i 51

25

uVi~ f !u2D D
5Pscat~ f !u idealS 11

EN@ uN~ f !u2#
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25(
i 51

25

uVi~ f !u2D >Pscat~ f !u idealS 11
EN@ uN~ f !u2#

Pscat~ f !u ideal
D , ~16!
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where Pscat( f )u ideal equalsPscat( f ) in the absence of noise
EN@ uN( f )u2# can be determined for the experimental syst
by recording the noise in the absence of a transmitted si
and then taking the mean value ofuN( f )u2. The effect of
electronic noise can then be reduced by dividingPscat( f ) by
(11EN@ uN( f )u2#/Pscat( f )) before solving for the scattere
size and attenuation assuming thatPscat( f )u ideal>Pscat( f ).
Compensating for the electronic noise using this term
similar to the SNR weighting described previously by Oe
and O’Brien~2002b! only without their accompanying los
of bandwidth. Comparisons of the accuracy of the estima
~i.e., average of all 40 estimates! both with and without the
electronic noise compensation are provided in Fig. 4
three SNR values~9, 23, and 36 dB! calculated from

SNR5
1

25(
j 51

25 S 10• logS *~gwin~ t !v reflj
~ t !!2dt

*~gwin~ t !vnoise~ t !!2dt
D D , ~17!

wherev reflj
are from each group of 25 rf echoes used in

estimate before the noise was added, andvnoise is the noise
signal used to obtain the estimate forEN@ uN( f )u2#. The SNR
e
fr
n

c-
e

sy
, a

nu
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values in the legend are the average values from all 40
sets @Eq. ~17!#. Accurate estimates of both scatterer si
~;10%! and attenuation~;0.15 dB/MHz! were obtained us-
ing the noise compensation for all three levels of electro
noise, while the estimates without the noise compensa
quickly degraded with increasing noise. Even SNRs as h
as 23 dB had errors of 20% in the scatterer size estimat
the absence of noise compensation.

D. Simulation results with electronic noise

The effect of electronic noise on the SF algorithm w
evaluated by adding white Gaussian noise of varying lev
to the simulated rf echoes in the time domain. The powe
the random noise signal was set relative to the refere
signal from the rigid plane placed at the focal plane. Als
one of the randomly generated noise signals in the time
main for each noise level was used to calculateEN@ uN( f )u2#
for the noise compensation. In order to not bias the estim
by using frequencies dominated by noise, the fit used
frequencies corresponding to signal values satisfying
H 10 logS Pscat~ f !

max; f~Pscat~ f !! D J polynomial
fit

.maxS F230 meanS H 10 logS Pscat~ f !

max; f~Pscat~ f !! D J polynomial
fit

D G D , ~18!
ve a

al-
and
w

lf-
are
ror

dB/
where the spectra were fit by a polynomial of large degre
reduce the impact of spectral variations on the selected
quency range. The backscattered signal was significa
oversampled~i.e., sampling frequency of 53 MHz was;4
times the Nyquist frequency!, so that the mean of the spe
trum would yield a value slightly larger than the level of th
white zero-mean random noise. Therefore, Eq.~18! only se-
lected signal values greater than the noise floor of the
tem. Although the degree of the polynomial is arbitrary

FIG. 4. Errors in estimates of~a! scatterer size and~b! total attenuation both
~I! with and~II ! without noise compensation for a half-space with an atte
ation of 0.05 dB/cm-MHz using the spectral fit algorithm.
to
e-
tly

s-

value of 50 was used. Other values considered did not ha
significant impact on the final results.

For each noise level and for half-space attenuation v
ues between 0.05 and 1 dB/cm-MHz, the scatterer size
total attenuation were estimated for Hamming windo
lengths from 1 to 8 mm. The simulation results with ha
space attenuation values of 0.3, 0.6, and 1 dB/cm-MHz
shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7, respectively. The vertical er

-

FIG. 5. Errors in estimates of~a! scatterer size and~b! total attenuation for
different levels of electronic noise for a half-space attenuation of 0.3
cm-MHz and Hamming window lengths of~I! 2 mm; ~II ! 4 mm; and~III ! 8
mm using the spectral fit algorithm.
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bars are the same as those given in Eq.~9! and Eq.~10!, and
the horizontal error bars correspond to plus and minu
standard deviation of the calculated SNR values from
~17! from each of the 40 estimates.

The SF algorithm gives reasonably accurate average
timates of the scatterer size with errors less than 20%
SNRs between 6 and 36 dB for half-space attenuation va
between 0.05 and 1 dB/cm-MHz and window lengths grea
than 4 mm. Likewise, the average estimate for the total
tenuation had errors less than 0.2 dB/MHz for SNRs betw
3 and 36 dB. Unfortunately, the algorithm is not very prec
as can be seen from the large error bars about the ave
estimates. As a result, consistently precise estimates~i.e., er-
ror bars ,20% for size estimates and,0.2 dB/MHz for
attenuation estimates! can only be obtained for SNRs bett
than 23 dB for half-space attenuation values between 0

FIG. 6. Errors in estimates of~a! scatterer size and~b! total attenuation for
different levels of electronic noise for a half-space attenuation of 0.6
cm-MHz and Hamming window lengths of~I! 2 mm; ~II ! 4 mm; and~III ! 8
mm using the spectral fit algorithm.

FIG. 7. Errors in estimates of~a! scatterer size and~b! total attenuation for
different levels of electronic noise for a half-space attenuation of 1 dB/
MHz and Hamming window lengths of~I! 2 mm; ~II ! 4 mm; and~III ! 8 mm
using the spectral fit algorithm.
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and 0.3 dB/cm-MHz and better than 28 dB for half-spa
attenuation values between 0.4 and 0.6 dB/cm-MHz for
window length of 8 mm. The higher values of half-spa
attenuation never meet this precision limit. Furthermore,
precision of the smaller window lengths is worse.

IV. DISCUSSION

The performance of two algorithms for estimating t
scatterer size and total attenuation simultaneously from
same set of backscattered waveforms has been assesse
first was the Gaussian transformation algorithm, wh
treated the scatterer size and attenuation as two diffe
Gaussian transformations operating on the Gauss
distributed backscattered spectrum. Although the algorith
performance was reasonable for very small attenuation
ues, the accuracy of the scatterer size estimate quickly
graded with increasing attenuation. The failure was a re
of the algorithm assuming that the bandwidth of the sp
trum was only affected by the scatterer size, an approxim
tion that would be true for a purely Gaussian spectrum. Ho
ever, the spectrum of a real transducer is also narrowed
to the attenuation as the spectrum is shifted towards z
frequency. It is thus concluded that it is unlikely that a
algorithm that makes approximations regarding the shap
the spectra will yield accurate results when estimating b
the scatterer size and total attenuation from thein vivo back-
scattered power spectrum, even though the approximat
are valid in other applications~Wear, 2002!. Algorithms that
make an assumption about the shape of the spectrum re
its applicability by limiting any type of spectral coding tha
may be added to improve noise performance. Hence,
other algorithm considered did not make any assump
about the spectrum.

The second algorithm investigated was the spectra
algorithm. Although the accuracy of the algorithm~i.e., av-
erage value of estimates! was reasonable for SNRs betwee
6 and 36 dB and half-space attenuation values between
and 1 dB/cm-MHz for Hamming window lengths great
than 4 mm, the precision was only reasonable for SNRs
tween 23 and 36 dB for half-space attenuation values of 0
and 0.3 dB/cm-MHz and SNRs between 28 and 36 dB
half-space attenuation values from 0.4–0.6 dB/cm-MHz
window lengths of 8 mm. The precision degraded with
creasing noise, decreasing window length, and increasing
tenuation. Although the SF algorithm is very similar to th
established method for determining just the scatterer
when the attenuation is known~Insanaet al., 1990!, the ac-
curacy and precision of the estimates have been degrade
the need to estimate two parameters instead of just one.

Even though the SF algorithm is not as precise as
traditional method where the attenuation is known, t
amount of data~i.e., window length and number of rf echoe!
needed to obtain reasonable estimates can be compar
the amount of data typically used to obtain estimates of
scatterer size and attenuation independently. The wind
length typically used when estimating scatterer size in t
frequency range has varied from 2.5 to 16 mm~Oelzeet al.,
2002!, while Insanaet al. ~1995! obtained consistent result
using a window length of 7.9 mm. Hence, using a windo

/

-
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length of 4 to 8 mm is reasonable over this frequency ran
Similarly, a typical number of rf echoes used in the estim
has been 14~Insanaet al., 1995! and 20~Oelzeet al., 2002!,
on the same order as the 25 echoes used herein. When
mating the attenuation independently, the concept of wind
length does not apply because typically a very short wind
is used throughout the ROI~Baldewecket al., 1994!. How-
ever, the number of rf echoes required to obtain precise
tenuation estimates can still be compared. In the past,
echoes have been used when estimating attenuation~Bal-
dewecket al., 1994; D’Astous and Foster, 1986!, consider-
ably more than the 25 echoes used for each estimate he
The precision of the SF algorithm would be improved if 2
echoes were used per estimate instead of the 25. We dec
to only use 25 echoes so that the results would be m
comparable to what is currently done in QUS imaging.

Although the precision of the SF algorithm still has ch
lenges, the robustness of the average estimates~i.e., accu-
racy! allows for improved quantification of the tissue pro
erties. Consider the estimate of scatterer size for a tum
Typically, estimates are obtained throughout the tumor
then averaged together in order to obtain a final size estim
for classifying the tumor~Oelzeet al., 2004!. Hence, if the
tumor was large enough to allow for many different es
mates to be obtained from the SF algorithm and averag
the final estimate would be very close to the true charac
istic size for the tumor and would not be affected by a
intervening tissue layers.

The situation is similar when quantifying acoustic rad
tion force impulse imaging~Nightingale et al., 2000! or
patient-specific dosimetry~Siddiqi et al., 1992!. In both ap-
plications, the intensity of the ultrasound, obtainable fro
the total attenuation, is the only quantity that cannot be e
mated using established methods. However, the total att
ation at a particular tissue depth will not normally chan
drastically for neighboring tissue regions. Therefore, e
mates from the SF algorithm could be averaged from ne
boring tissue regions to obtain a more accurate estimat
the total attenuation. The size of the region over which
total attenuation estimates could be averaged without bia
the results is a subject of further study beyond the scop
this paper. As an added benefit, it may be possible to c
bine the scatterer size estimate also obtained from the
algorithm with acoustic radiation force impulse imaging
develop a multiparameter, noninvasive diagnostic tool.
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